
Appointing Authority

On 29 September 2008, the first chamber
of the CEAC Appointing Authority was
established.The first chamberconsistsof

• ProfessorLuSong, Institute of Interna-
tional Law, China Foreign Affairs Uni-
versity, Beijing, China,

• Angelo Anglani, Ughi e Nunziante -
StudioLegale,Rome/Italy,Europe and

• KarenMills, KarimSyahLawFirm, Ja-
karta/Indonesia, World.

Beijing & Shanghai Seminars

CELA founding member CLIFFORD
CHANCE hosted luncheon seminars in
BeijingandShanghai on19and20Februa-
ry 2009.

The speech about „Recent Developments
in Chinese European Dispute Resolution“
attracted a broadChinese and international
audience.About 20 participants, including
representatives from international compa-
nies doing business in China and the Bei-
jing Embassy of the European Union (at
the Beijing event) attended the seminars.
The participants discussed in particular the
advantages of the CISG and the UNI-
DROIT Principles as a neutral set of rules
as well as the practical implications of the
CEAC arbitration clause.

The audience participated in a vivid dis-
cussion about the style of arbitration pro-
ceedings. The continental style in which
the arbitrators assist the parties to reach a
settlement during the arbitration if wished
by themwas seen as a way which matches
with Chinese preferences for settlements
and negotiations. In general, the audience
was open for and interested in the CEAC
concept as a neutral arbitration institution
with its fair division of power integrating
Chinese interests in Europe.

Facts on CIETAC/HKIAC/CEAC

CIETAC (China International Econo-
mic and Trade Arbitration Commissi-
on)was set up in 1956 tomeet the needs of
the development of China’s economic and
trade relations with foreign countries un-
derChina’s „reformandopening-up“ poli-
cy. The CIETAC Arbitration Rules were
introduced in 1956 and were revised seve-
ral times, latest amendments were made in
2005 including the possibility to select a
seat of arbitration outside of China.

HKIAC (Hong Kong International Ar-
bitrationCentre)was established in 1985
by a group of leading business people and
professionals in Hong Kong. The HKIAC
Domestic Arbitration Rules were appro-
ved in 1993. Beside those, HKIAC provi-
des specific Rules, such as the HKIAC
Electronic Transaction Arbitration Rules
or the Semiconductor Intellectual Proce-
dure Rules.

CEAC (Chinese European Arbitration
Centre) is a new institutional arbitration
centre established in Hamburg in Septem-
ber 2008 and is the first institution of its
kind. CEAC rules are based on the UNCI-
TRALArbitration Rules with slight modi-
fications to adopt these to the needs ofChi-
na related disputes. It was set up by CELA

(Chinese European Legal Association), an
international joint venture of law firms and
lawyers initiated by the Hamburg Bar Or-
ganisation, the Hamburg Chamber of
Commerce, 17 law firms and 47 lawyers
and academics and further members. The
holding association CELA is a non-profit
organisation which fosters legal and legal
cultural exchange between China and Eu-
rope.
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CELA Management visits Beijing and Shanghai

CELAmanagementmembersEckartBrödermann andThomasWeimann visitedBei-
jing and Shanghai from 18 to 20 February 2009 and held discussions with CIETAC, the
BeijingArbitrationCommission(BAC), theGermanChamberofCommerceand theGer-
man Embassy promoting the ideas of CEAC. The talks were very fruitful and promising.
All institutions highly appreciated the CEAC concept. Further joint events for the course
of the year 2009 were discussed and agreed upon.

Prof. Tang of CIETAC with CELA Board Wang Hongsong (BAC)
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Global Arbitration Review

The 2009 edition of the Global Arbitration
ReviewArbitrationCompendiumfor2009
was published in February 2009 and distri-
buted at the IBA Arbitration Day in Dubai
on 16 February 2009. This leading review
contains a chapter on CEAC, co-authored
by Eckart Brödermann of CELA and
Axel Neelmeier of CEAC. The chapters
on the ICC and on the CEAC are the only
chapters featuring a specific global arbitra-
tion institution. They are followed by over
40 national reports on national arbitration
laws in 47 jurisdictions worldwide.

Further Publications

Articles about CEAC are coming up in the
IPBA and IBA Newsletters. Furthermore,
articles for AIJA and the newsletter of the
AIAhave been filed. Last year,CEAChad
ahighcoverage in theGermanandChinese
press and in the international legalpress fo-
cussing on arbitration. Articles were pub-
lished in “Handelsblatt”, “Die Welt” and
“Manager-Magazin”, “China Daily”, “In-
ternational Business Daily” and in the
newsletter of CIArb. In 2009, the German
newspaper “Die Welt” has again reported
on CEAC. We would encourage suppor-
ters of CEAC to also seek publications

about CEAC and the CEAC concept of di-
visionof power in theAppointingAuthori-
ty and the decision making bodies in their
jurisdictions.

CONSULEGIS Conference

For the first time since its inauguration on
18 September 2008, the CEAC Hamburg
Arbitration Rules have been discussed in
detail at an international conference. The
autumn conference of CONSULEGIS,
which was held in Hong Kong from 3 to 5
October 2008, did focus, both in the plena-
ry session and in aworkshop, on the newly
established Chinese European Arbitration
Centre and theCEACRules. “I am impres-
sedby this new initiative. It is aworthwhile
alternative toLondon andSingapore”, said
Weiguo Min, partner of the Guangzhou
office of the Chinese CONSULEGIS
member D&S Law firm after the discus-
sions. CONSULEGIS is an international
association of 92 independent law firms
from 40 countries including China
(www.consulegis.com). Four of its mem-
bers are among the more than 80 founding
members of CEAC. In Hong Kong, the as-
sociation decided to also join the Chinese
European Legal Association which is the
sole shareholder of CEAC.

Young CEAC Meetings

Young CEAC’s first meeting took place inHamburg on 31October 2008. It was a casual
dinner event for a first get-together of YoungCEACmembers,but yetwith a tight agenda,
in the Restaurant "Yin Yang" near the Hamburg harbour. The meeting gave participants
an opportunity to get to know each other. The second meeting was held on 23 January
2009. Itwashostedby the law firmCMSHascheSigle inHamburg.Like the firstmeeting
it gave a further opportunity to enhance the Sino-European network of young legal and
business professionals.HenrikDrinkuth and Markus Schöner, both partners of CMS,
attended thismeeting as guest speakers. Togetherwith ChristophSchröder (CMS) they
talked about their experience with China-related matters with a focus on arbitration issu-
es, international property rights in China and listings of Chinese enterprises at the Frank-
furt StockExchange.Theparticipantshad avigorous discussionon legaldevelopments in
China . Themajority of the participants concluded that, in general, legal developments in
China show quite a remarkable speed taking into account that a lot of the legal acts have
been implemented just a few years ago.

Young CEAC meetings in Hamburg at Yin Yang and CMS Hasche Sigle
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The foundation of the Chi-
neseEuropeanLegalAsso-
ciation, the Chinese Euro-
pean Arbitration Centre
and the CEAC Hamburg
Arbitration Rules were the
result of an intensive inter-
national dialogue. Initially

based on an initiative of the Hamburg
Bar Organisation and the Hamburg
Chamber of Commerce, the project
quickly became the subject of a dialo-
gue conducted primarily via email and
during meetings at various conferences
in China, Europe and America. Thus,
CELA, CEAC and the CEACHamburg
Arbitration Rules are the result of a glo-
bal international joint venture involving
massive experience and expertise.

In her opening remarks at Ham-
burg TownHall on 18 September
2008, the encouraging words

foundbyTeresaGiovannini,mem-
ber of the CEACAdvisory Board, well
described the spirit and the atmosphere
of the international joint venture, driven
by an effort to find global answers to
global challenges at a time when inter-
national business needs are forcing the
business and the legal community to
cooperate worldwide. She emphasised
that “CEAC is the first initiative aimed
at having an arbitration centre common
to the Chinese and Western business
community outside China. This is a
strong opening signal on the Chinese’s
side that has been made possible
through the strong commercial activity
located in Hamburg”.

The CELA and CEAC managements
are committed to continue to act in this
open-minded spirit. The CEAC
Newsletterwill be a valuable tool to dis-
cuss issues of interest in the area of in-
ternational arbitration and of China re-
lated business and legal education.
Further, the newsletter will become a
place to report on projects and achieve-
ments of the international CEAC com-
munity. Thereby, the newsletter can
serve as a place to continue the interna-
tional CEAC dialogue in the spirit of an
international joint venture.

Editorial

Eckart Brödermann (CELA):
The Spirit of an International

Joint Venture



CEAC introduced at IBA

CEAC was introduced to the international
arbitration community at the IBA Annual
Meeting 2008 in Buenos Aires at the “Hot
Topics” session of the Arbitration Com-
mittee. Following a short introduction by
the moderator Sally Harpole, CELA Pre-
sident Eckart Brödermann gave a short
overview of the project. Thereafter, CELA
VicePresidentThomasWeimann (CLIF-
FORD CHANCE) and Eckart Bröder-
mann (BRÖDERMANN & JAHN) ans-
wered questions in a private session.

Young CEAC Speakers

Christine Heeg-Stelldinger, Nathalie Jä-
ger, Sabine Konrad and Christoph Schrö-
der were appointed toYoung CEACSpea-
kers at the occasion of the first Young
CEACmeeting inHamburg on 31October
2008.You can reach Young CEAC by
email to young@ceac-arbitration.com.

Young CEAC offers the possibility to get
involved in China-related arbitration issu-
es at an early stage in one’s career. Young
CEAC members of CELA may make use
of educational offers such as seminars or
special Young CEAC conferences. Young
CEACshall becomeaplatformfor networ-
king of future experts and will be used as a
means of communication and exchange by
young practitioners thus promoting cultu-
ral, legal and personal exchange between
China and the world.

CEAC Website

Since late 2008, CEAC has made great ef-
forts to put contents on the CEACwebsite.
Special thanks to Yiliang Dong of BRÖ-
DERMANN & JAHN who translated
everything into Chinese. All friends of
CELAandCEACare invited to support the
teamwith ideas for newcontent and contri-

butions on Chinese and European law and
dispute resolution issues by email to con-
tact@ceac-arbitration.com. BRÖDER-
MANN& JAHN has sponsored CEAC by
donating a used server. The IT firm Kra-
mer Information Technologies kindly has
adapted the server to the CEAC needs on a
pro-bono basis.As a resultCEAC is able to
key its data on its own server.

CEAC Financials

In2008,CELAcreatedCEACwitha share
capital of € 25,000.00 in accordance with
Germancompany law.CEAC’s2008 costs
resulted in an operative loss of € 3,485.55
which was compensated by CEAC foun-
ders in order to enable CEAC to start off
the new year 2009 with a fully paid in and
existing share capital of € 25,000.00. As a
result,. CEAC has a solid basis for approa-
ching the first full operative year. The con-
tributions due in 2009 should suffice to co-
ver the operative business this year while
keeping the share capital.

CELA and CEAC taxes

CELA and CEAC are in a dialog with the
tax authorities to minimize the applicable
taxes. We will revert as soon as we have
news. TheGerman accountant firmSatz&
Satz GmbH is assisting in the dialog with
the financial authorities on a pro-bono ba-
sis. It presently seems possible that we
shall overcomeanumber of formalhurdles
of the Hamburg tax authorities with re-
spect to the non-profit character of CELA
by a slight modification of the statutes.

CELA sponsors Vis Moot Court

CELAhasdecided to sponsor theVisMoot
Court 2009whichwill takeplace inVienna
from 3 April 2009 until 9 April 2009.
CEAC will be mentioned on the t-shirts,
mugs and further conference materials. In
2012 the Vis Moot Court problem will be
based on the CEAC Hamburg Arbitration
Rules.

Beyond Arbitration: ECSL

In December 2008, Eckart Brödermann
has started negotiations with Hamburg
University with respect to a future support
of the Europe China School of Law
(“ECSL”) by CELA.

UNCITRAL Rules Reform

During the UNCITRAL conference on the
development / amendment of the UNCI-
TRAL Arbitration Rules in New York in
February 2009, it became apparent that the
process is likely to take until the next year.
Initially, it was foreseen that the new rules
should be approved by the end of 2009.

CEAC and BAC Conference

CEAC and the Beijing Arbitration Com-
mission (BAC) have agreed on a conferen-
ce on Contract Management in Internatio-
nal Construction. The event will be held at
BACInternationalConferenceHall inBei-
jing on 28 April 2009.

The conference aims at in-house counsels
from Chinese and European construction
companies, lawyers and arbitrators. BAC
estimates that an audience of about 100
participants will be present. CEAC has al-
ready engagedwell known experts: CELA
PresidentEckartBrödermannwill speak
about the “Choice of the ideal law for a
construction contract”. Tim Steadman
(London), one of the globally most re-
nowned construction lawyers, has com-
mitted himself to speak about “EPC Con-
tracts”. Michael Kremer (Düsseldorf)
will speak about “Delay, Disruption and
Acceleration”.CELAVicePresidentTho-
mas Weimann commented on this event:
“We are glad that we found great partners
for this very first conference CEAC
co-sponsors togetherwith a leadingChine-
se organisation. I am confident that the
choice of speakers and our co-operation
with the BAC will make this a great suc-
cess.” Further details in this important
event will be published in due time.

CEAC in Düsseldorf

CEACwill be presented at the 3rd Düssel-
dorf International Arbitration School to be
beheld from21 to25September 2009.The
five-day Düsseldorf International Arbitra-
tion School aims at providing young prac-
titioners, post graduates and advanced stu-
dents–especiallyMootCourt participants
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Tim Steadman and
Michael Kremer
will speak on the
2009 conference
organized by
CEAC and BAC

Young CEAC’s speakers: Christine
Heeg-Stelldinger (BRÖDERMANN &

JAHN, Hamburg), Nathalie Jäger
(DLA PIPER, Hamburg), Sabine Konrad

(DEWEY& LE BOEUF, Paris) and
Christoph Schröder (CMS
HASCHE SIGLE, Hamburg)



– with the requisite specific knowledge
and is one of themost important internatio-
nal events for students andyoungpractitio-
ners. The School is based on a highly prac-
tical, inter-active teaching concept. Parti-
cipants get the rare opportunity to improve
their skills and knowledge in both the law
and practice of international commercial
arbitration. CEAC expects to present its
ideas and concept to the audience in a lec-
ture on the opening day.

International Support

If you feel encouraged to get involved in
the international community which is sup-
porting theCEACproject youcoulddoany
of the following:

• You could organise a seminar in your re-
gion with members of the local, interna-
tional and Chinese community on
CEAC as a tool for alternative dispute
resolution in the spirit of an equal divisi-
on of power between China, Europe and
the world in the decision making bodies
of CEAC and, most importantly, in the
Appointing Authority. In such events
you could discuss the needs or the use of
choosing a neutral law or a neutral set of
rules such as the CISG or the UNI-
DROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts. Further, you
could discuss the background of CEAC
which are neutral arbitrationRules (UN-
CITRAL based) slightly adopted to the
needs of China trade.

• You could agree on CEAC arbitration
clauses or CEAC choice of law clauses
in your contracts.

• You could contribute with short articles
to the next edition of theCEACnewslet-
ter or to the CEAC website.

Last but not least, you could decide to join
CELAwhich is the internationallyheld en-
tity and sole shareholder of CEAC. You
will find information about how to become
a member on the website of CELA at
www.cela-hamburg.com. Feel free to con-
tact Eckart Brödermann and Axel Neel-
meier for all further questions.

CEAC Ambassadors

CELA and CEAC are presently working
on an initiative to react to the need of local
presence inmany jurisdictions and regions
around the globe. It is intended to create an
international network of CEACAmbassa-
dors who should have a high reputation in
the area of arbitration and a readiness to
promote CEAC and its aims and spirit in
their region so that potential users of
CEAC can pre-discuss their interest in
CEAC in their region and local language.
If you have any proposal please let the
CEAC or CELA management know as
soon as possible. It is presently intended to
officially nominate the first CEAC Am-
bassadors at the occasion of a business bre-
akfast in Madrid on Monday, 5 October
2009. Details will follow in due time. Save
the date!

Day to Day Information

You will find day to day information on
CEAC and updates to the annual planning
on CEAC’s presence on the internet at
www.ceac-arbitration.com.

You are invited to contribute to thewebsite
or to this newsletter. Please feel free to con-
tact any member of the management.
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Past Events

23/01/2009 ...............Young CEAC Meeting in Hamburg
18/02/2009 ...............Visit to CIETAC in Beijing
19/02/2009 ...............Visit to the Beijing Arbitration Commission (BAC) in Beijing
19/02/2009 ...............CEAC Seminar at CLIFFORD CHANCE in Beijing
20/02/2009 ...............Visiti to CIETAC in Shanghai
20/02/2009 ...............CEAC Seminar at CLIFFORD CHANCE in Shanghai

Events Coming Up

23/03/2009 ...............Presentation of CEAC at BRÖDERMANN & JAHN Hamburg
April 2009..................CEAC Sponsors Vis Moot Vienna
17/04/2009 ...............Young CEAC Meeting in Hamburg at DLA Piper,
.................................Hamburg, Jungfernstieg 7, 8:00 p.m.
28/04/2009 ...............Conference on Contract Management in International

.................................Construction including Arbitration Issues;

.................................co-organized by CEAC & BAC in Beijing

14/09/2009 ...............CEAC Seminar in Beijing
15/09/2009 ...............CEAC / HKIAC Hong Kong Workshop
16/09/2009 ...............CEAC / CIETAC Seminar on “Modern Trends
.................................in International Dispute Resolution" in Shanghai
17i-i18/09/2008 ........China Arbitration Days in Hamburg including Visits

.................................of Hong Kong Delegation and CEAC Workshops;

.................................CELA Annual Meeting

21/09/2009 ...............CEAC at Düsseldorf International Arbitration School
24/09/2009 ...............CEAC Lecture at the Düsseldorf Arbitration School
04/10/2009 ...............Working Lunch in Madrid at the IBA Annual Meeting

Dates Not Finally Fixed

May 2009 ..................China Day, sponsored by CLIFFORD CHANCE Frankfurt
June 2009 .................CEAC Workshop Istanbul
Summer 2009 ...........Presentation at IFMOS Osnabrück (Practitioners’ Workshop)
August 2009..............Contribution on CEAC at the AIJA-Conference in Budapest
September 2009 .......Young CEAC Meeting in Hamburg
Autumn 2009.............Business Seminar for Practitioners

Annual Planning 2009

For any further que-
stions please feel

free to contact
Eckart Brödermann
or Axel Neelmeier


